Aims. We investigate the long-term change in coronal large-scale structure at periods of minimum solar activity from 1878 to 2008. Methods. A parameter γ that characterizes the angle between high-latitude boundaries of the large coronal streamers at a distance of 2 R is used to quantify the large-scale coronal structure at minimum solar activity. The comparative analysis of the solar corona during the minimum epochs in activity cycles 12 to 24 shows that the index has been slow and steadily changing during the past 130 years. Results. The maximum value of the index occurred during activity cycles 17 to 19, i.e. around 1950, which was the period when the global magnetic field of the Sun was closest to a dipole configuration. During activity minima close to the years 1900 and 2000, the large-scale coronal structure corresponded to a quadrupole configuration. The reasons for the variations in the solar coronal structure and its relation with long-term variations in the geomagnetic indices and Gleissberg cycle are discussed.
Introduction
The large-scale solar corona structure corresponds to the largescale configuration of solar magnetic fields. Since the magnetic field of the Sun is subjected to cyclic variations, the coronal shape also changes cyclically. Processing 12 photographs of the corona during solar eclipses, Ganskiy (1897) classified 3 types of corona, i.e., maximum, intermediate, and minimum. In 1902, in the report concerning the solar eclipse of 1898, Naegamvala (1902) also gave a corona classification that depended on the sunspot activity. Description of the corona shape involves the use of characteristic features and the phase of solar activity that is given by
The values of Φ are positive and negative at the rising and declining branches of the solar cycle. Vsekhsvyatskiy et al. (1965) gave a somewhat different classification of the structure types. They are (1) a maximum type |Φ| > 0.85 in which polar-ray structures are not seen, large streamers are observed at all heliolatitudes and are situated radially; (2) an intermediate premaximum or postmaximum type 0.85 > |Φ| > 0.5, in which polar-ray structures are observed at least in one hemisphere, and large coronal streamers situated almost radially are clearly seen at high latitudes; (3) an intermediate preminimum or postminimum type 0.5 > |Φ| > 0.15 in which polar-ray structures are clearly seen in both hemispheres and large coronal streamers strongly deviate toward the solar equator plane; (4) a minimum type 0.15 > |Φ| in which polar-ray structures are clearly seen in both hemispheres and large coronal streamers are parallel to the equator plane; and (5) an ideally minimum type 0.05 > |Φ| in which powerful structures of large coronal streamers are situated along the equator. Changes in the extent of the polar-ray structures, the degree of corona flattening, the average angle between large coronal streamers, and other characteristics of the corona that depend on the solar cycle phase have been widely studied (Loucif & Koutchmy 1989; Vsekhsvyatskiy et al. 1965; Golub & Pasachoff 2009 ). Solar eclipses of 2006 Mar. 26, 2008 , and 2009 Aug. 1 have enabled detailed examination of changes in the shape of the corona in the period of minimum solar activity in the modern era. However, the shape of the corona in the current minimum is slightly different from the ideal shape of the eclipses in the minimum of activity. This paper contains the comparative analysis of the solar corona structure during the minimums of activity cycles 12-24, and their changes throughout the centuries are discussed.
Processing method and results
The initial data in the analysis were drawings of the corona shape taken from the catalogs of Vsekhsvyatskiy et al. (1965, see Figs. 2, 1-8) , Loucif & Koutchmy (1989, Figs. 2, 9) and also drawings of the eclipses at minima of cycles 21 and 23 taken from Waldmeier (1976, Figs. 2, 10) , Gulyaev (1998, Figs. 2, 11) , and Druckmüller et al.
1 (Figs. 2, 12) . Vsekhsvyatskiy et al. (1965) separated out an ideally minimum corona. It is supposed that the cycle phase must be |Φ| < 0.05. In fact, the ideally minimum corona type was observed on in 1954 (see Fig. 2 ). This happened at the solar activity minimum before the largest one in the history of observation cycle 19. Most probably, such a corona type did not occur for 50 years before and after this event. The corona shape of 1954 was close to a dipole one. This means that large coronal streamers rapidly approach the solar equator plane. , the large coronal streamers at distances more than 2 solar radii do not lie on the equator plane. They expand from mid-latitudes in parallel or at a slight angle to the equatorial plane (see Fig. 2 ). To analyze the corona shape at the eclipses during a solar activity minimum epoch, a corresponding index should be chosen. We need the index that characterizes the shape of the corona of the minimal type and is applicable to images and drawings of different qualities. The corona of the solar minimum is characterized by pronounced polar ray structures and large coronal streamers (Pasachoff et al. 2008) . Let us introduce the parameter γ that characterizes the angle between high-latitude boundaries of the large coronal streamers at a distance of 2 R . The γ parameter is the sum of the angles at the eastern and western limbs: γ = 180 − (γ W + γ E ). Figure 1 gives the scheme showing how parameter γ is determined from the shapes of the corona in Fig. 2 , and the error does not exceed ∼4
• .
The parameter γ is close to the index of the extent of the polar regions (Nikolskiy 1955; Loucif & Koutchmy 1989; Golub 2009 ). But in comparison with the polar index (Loucif & Koutchmy 1989) , it is not calculated close to the limb, but at a height R above the solar limb. This allows taking the compression of coronal rays to the plane of which is the equator into account, possibly linked with non-radial spreading of the coronal streamers. This is especially significant for the minimum activity epoch (Tlatov 2010) . Figure 2 presents the shapes of eclipses for the epochs close to the solar activity minima of cycles 12-24. The calculated values of the parameter γ for these eclipses are listed in Table 1 . The γ parameter varies within 40-100 degrees. Table 1 also gives the solar cycle phase Φ (see Eq. (1)). One can see that the highest magnitudes of the parameter γ occurred during the period 1934-1955. The remaining magnitudes fit the enveloping curve fairly well with a maximum during cycles 17-19 (see Fig. 3 ). No information on the solar corona structure during the eclipses at the minima of cycles 18 and 22 has been found in the literature. To fill the gaps, the eclipses during the phases of growth or decline of the solar cycle can be used. One can see in Table 1 that the eclipses of 1945 and 1984 are rather far from the minimum phase in solar activity. A modified parameter γ * = 180 − (γ W + γ E ) · (1 − |Φ|) can be introduced for these eclipses. This parameter reduces parameter γ to the minimum phase. The application of this procedure is effective for recognizing the shape of the corona close to the minimum activity with the phase Φ < 0.4. Figure 3 presents variations in parameter γ during the last 13 activity cycles. 
Conclusions
The presence of long-term trends in the solar corona structure can be caused by changes in the configuration of the global magnetic field of the Sun. The role of active region formation during a solar activity minimum is not significant. It has long been known that large coronal streamers typically lie above the polarity-inversion lines of the large-scale magnetic field marked by filaments and prominences (Vsekhsvyatskiy et al. 1965) . For this reason, investigations of the large-scale corona shape give valuable information on the structure of the large-scale fields during a long time interval. During the activity minimum, the properties of the global magnetic field of the Sun manifest themselves in the most pronounced way. The magnetic field of the Sun is determined by large-scale structures. The northern and southern hemispheres of the Sun have magnetic fields of opposite polarity. The strength of the polar magnetic field is significantly higher than the fields in middle and low latitudes in the activity minimum period. Along with this, one can conclude from the analysis that assuming that the global solar field configuration is in the form of a dipole structure is probably incorrect. The corona configurations for the eclipses of 1889, 1901, and others correspond instead to the quadrupole form, or to an octopole form if different polarities at the poles are taken into account.
Thus, long-term variations in parameter γ should manifest changes in the dipole component during solar activity minima. This hypothesis can be checked using the data on configurations of the large-scale magnetic fields. Figure 4 shows changes in the dipole moment and the envelope drawn through solar activity minima. The data were obtained from the analysis of synoptic Halpha charts of patterns of polarity inversion lines from Makarov & Sivaraman (1989) , Vasileva (1998) , and the Kislovodsk Astronomical Mountain Station (www.solarstation.ru). The greatest dipole moment corresponded to the minimum of cycle 19 in 1954. These data were obtained from H-alpha synoptic maps. The amplitude of the dipole contributions l = 1, which determine parameter A 1 depend on the topology of the largescale magnetic fields. The method of decomposition is given in Makarov & Tlatov (2000) and Tlatov (2009) . On the whole, the envelope of the dipole moment shows similar trends in the changes in the corona shape parameter γ (see Figs. 3 and 4) . The growth in the strength of the radial component of the interplanetary magnetic field (Cliver & Ling 2002) determined from the geomagnetic activity index aa is another important problem that has been widely discussed recently. Figure 5 shows variations in the geomagnetic index aa. Data were taken from the National Geophysical Data Center 2 (NGDC, http:// www.ngdc.noaa.gov/). The first half of the 20th century was characterized by a growth in this index; i.e., the slowly varying component that was especially pronounced during the activity minimum epochs grew. During the past decades, a decrease in the aa index during the activity minimum epochs was observed. Probably, this is due to rearrangement of the global magnetic field of the Sun accompanied by changes in the solar corona structure during the minimum epochs. Variations in the geomagnetic index and the dipole moment of the large-scale magnetic field of the Sun during the activity minimum epoch are almost identical (see Fig. 6 ).
Thus, analysis of the corona shape has revealed a long-term modulation of the global magnetic field of the Sun. Possibly, a secular modulation exists of the global solar magnetic field that is most pronounced during the solar activity minimum epoch. During the secular cycle of the global magnetic field of the Sun, the relation between the dipole and octopole components of the magnetic field changes. The largest amplitude of the dipole component occurred during the interval [1944] [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] . At the turn of the 19th to 20st and 20th to 21st centuries the solar corona shape and, possibly, the global magnetic field correspond to the configuration close to the octopole one (see Fig. 7 ).
The period of variation in the corona's shape during the epoch of minimal activity is about 100-120 years (see Fig. 3 ), which is close to the Gleissberg cycle for the sunspots, but probably precedes it to some extent in phase (Hathaway 2010, Fig. 34 ). This conclusion does not contradict the calculations of the inclination angles of polar ray structures from the data on the largescale fields with a maximum in 1940 -1950 (Obridko & Shelting 1997 . The maximum of the secular variation in the global magnetic field of the Sun occurred before cycle 19 and preceded the sunspot activity maximum. This allows us to put forward the hypothesis that secular variations in the solar activity are caused by secular modulation of the global magnetic field of the Sun. Another conclusion of this work is the supposition that the slowly changing component of the geomagnetic activity derived from the data on the aa index from changes in the dipole component of the large-scale field of the Sun (Fig. 6) .
